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AUTHOR

PROFILE

Spotlighting
the Good Guys
by Paula Weinman

M

ore than ever before, movies
are likely to star characters
with dubious morals. Redemption is seen as a copout, and institutions once celebrated for defending justice are viewed with suspicion.
For Diane and David Munson, this
trend took a personal turn in early 2001
when a film about an American drug
dealer (starring Johnny Depp) hit the
silver screen. The film glamorized a
criminal whom David, a federal drug
agent and NCIS agent for 27 years, had
helped imprison.
The movie made the Munsons
aware of an urgent need for stories that
celebrate the good guys. A writer herself, with 30 years of experience as a
federal prosecutor and attorney, Diane
suggested she and David try their
hands at writing fiction. In their books,
the good guys—and the truths they
represent—would take center stage.

Providing Heroes
Worth Emulating
Through fiction, they sought to correct
the often-inaccurate portrayal of the
federal justice system in modern media. In the process, they hoped to revive some old-fashioned heroes for the
upcoming generation to emulate. Eight
books later, the Munsons continue to
keep this goal in mind.
“We all need heroes, especially in
this day and age,” Diane said. “We
4 Church Libraries • Spring 2014

Diane and David Munson
want people to know that there are still
‘good guys’ out there, working for our
government, trying to keep our country safe, and really wanting those qualities Jesus talked about: justice, love,
and mercy. We want their voices to be
heard.”
“By writing fiction, we really do
write about people who resemble
people we knew in real life,” David
added. “We use the term ‘factional fiction.’ Every one of our books has something from our careers in it.”

Exploring Spiritual Themes
The Munsons’ background has given
them a more balanced perspective of
human nature than many contemporary writers, especially those in the
Christian market. As David explained,
“Christians sometimes tend to be naïve
because they live with other Christians
who are all well-behaved and wellmeaning. Diane and I got to see a different side of people.”
Furthermore, the Munsons’ faith allows them to explore the bigger problems behind many crimes.
“We know that the cause of all these
crimes is the conflict within us, right?
Sin,” Diane said. “So, we show that
conflict. Then we want to bring out the
hope Jesus brings to people’s lives.”
Hope is only one of the many spiritual themes the Munsons explore. As
Diane explained, each book is meant

to explore God’s attributes. As an example, she cited their newest book, Stolen Legacy. In it, federal agent Eva
Montanna is forced to defend precious
family heirlooms—and the lives of her
family members—from the pending
threats of an old enemy.
“What we really want to show
people through this novel is that our
legacy in Christ is eternal,” Diane explained. “No one can ever steal that
legacy from those of us who have
claimed it.”

Writing for Kids
All of the Munsons’ books are designed
to be family friendly, but they have also
written specifically for kids. Teen
sleuths Gregg and Glenna Rider figured briefly in The Joshua Covenant, one
of their adult books. Although they
were only minor characters, the Rider
siblings later proved to be vivid, relatable characters with stories of their
own.
In Night Flight, the first in a projected
children’s series, Gregg and Glenna
adopt a retired law-enforcement dog
named Blaze. After they discover the
dog’s superior smelling powers, they
use Blaze to help them solve crimes,
helping many of their friends in the
process.

AUTHOR
Although the novel is written to be
a fun, fast-paced adventure, the Munsons strive to do more than entertain
their younger readers.
“We wanted to write about real heroes, for kids,” Diane said. “We want
to give them something to dig their
teeth into, something to make them
say, ‘Hey, that’s a career choice! I could
go into law enforcement. I could be a
dog handler.’”
Furthermore, Dave and Diane hope
that Gregg and Glenna will model an
important truth for children reading
their books. As Diane summarized it,
“We wanted to impress on kids that it’s
right to help people.”

Winning Readers
It’s evident that the Munsons’ authentic, Christ-centered stories have found
an enthusiastic audience. The positive
reception, David admitted, has made
writing far less intimidating.
“The first book was scarier because
we had no idea whether or not anyone
else would like it,” he said. “It’s like
anything else. You venture out, and
continued on page 7

More
About the Munsons

I

f you’d like to learn more about
the Munsons or have them
speak at your library, church
event, or book club, go to their
website, www.dianeanddavid
munson.com.
The Munsons are active followers of the TV show NCIS. If you
would like to read their weekly
reviews of this season’s episodes,
go to their blog at www.dianeand
davidmunson.com/blog. You may
also get their reviews delivered
directly to your email inbox.
—Paula Weinman

PROFILE

Books by the Munsons
Facing Justice: In this fast-paced thriller, Federal Agent Eva Montanna
investigates Emile Jubayl, the CEO of the nonprofit organization Helpers
International, who may be secretly supporting Al Qaeda.
Confirming Justice: When a crucial witness for a high-profile court case
disappears, Agent Griffin Topping is given the responsibility of tracking the
witness. Topping finds himself fighting for his life—and racing against time—
to find the missing witness.
The Camelot Conspiracy: When reporter Kat Kowicki is transferred from
Washington, D.C., to Chicago, she stumbles on startling new evidence about
President John F. Kennedy’s assassination. Soon Kat discovers a shadowy
network of former agents who are not only keeping secrets but selling them
as well.
Hero’s Ransom: While working in China, archaeologist Amber Worthing
inadvertently witnesses a top-secret rocket launch at a government missile
base. When Amber is arrested for espionage, agents Eva Montanna, Griffin
Topping, and Bo Rider struggle to rescue Amber from captivity and protect
the country from the looming threat of a Chinese missile.
Redeeming Liberty: When her dear friend Liberty is kidnapped by modern-day slave-traders, parole officer Dawn Ahern turns to federal agents Bo
Rider and Griff Topping for help. When Bo launches an intricate rescue mission, he stumbles on a jealously guarded secret of the Iranian government—
one that may threaten the lives of millions.
The Joshua Covenant: Federal agent Bo Rider is ready to serve his country at the American Embassy in Israel. But when sinister forces threaten Bo
and his entire family, he has to confront questions of loyalty and identity—all
while defending his family and career.
Stolen Legacy: When mysterious threats are made against her family,
federal agent Eva Montanna is forced to delve deeply into her family’s history. She soon uncovers hidden secrets about her grandfather’s involvement
with the Dutch Resistance during World War II, and Eva realizes that pivotal
pieces of her family’s legacy are in danger of being lost.
Night Flight: When Gregg and Glenna Rider asked for a puppy, they certainly didn’t expect their parents to get them a retired law-enforcement dog
named Blaze. But when he exposes a criminal for printing counterfeit money,
Gregg and Glenna decide to use Blaze as a crime-fighting partner. And soon
Gregg, Glenna, and Blaze are working to help others by solving crimes.
—Paula Weinman
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LIBRARY

PROFILE

Plant a Library,
Grow a Church
by Rebecca Waters

W

hen my husband and I decided to become part of a
new church in our community, we knew we would be starting
from scratch. Our former congregation
of more than 600 people met in a wellequipped, large building designed to
meet the needs of the members.
Our church library boasted more
than 6,500 items with an extensive collection of books, CDs, and DVDs. In
addition, the library was a good resource for teaching materials and subscribed to numerous Christian magazines. Michelle, our librarian, worked
hard to maintain an organized resource
room with a computerized checkout
system worthy of the admiration of any
Dewey-decimal specialist.
Our new church meets in the cafeteria of an elementary school. Each Sunday, team members set up chairs,
sound system, tables, and classrooms.
They hang banners and make coffee.
Then our worship service begins. Two
hours later, another team takes everything down.
My husband and I pitched in as
needed, but we were still looking for
our niche. The church had been going
strong for a few months when I decided to do a bit of spring cleaning in
our home.
I looked over the stack of books on
the kitchen table that we didn’t want
to keep: 43 Christian books, including
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fiction and nonfiction, study tools,
Bibles, and workbooks.
I called our pastor. “Would it be all
right to bring these books to the church
on Sunday?” I asked. My intent was to
give the books away.
Through that conversation, Book
Nook, our once-a-month church library
was born. And my husband and I
found a way to serve our small, but
growing congregation.

Getting Started
We started with 43 books placed in no
particular order on makeshift shelves
and tables borrowed from the school.

Now we display our books on rolling shelving units and organize our
materials by fiction, nonfiction, and
Bible studies. Of course, Bibles are always available. We keep children’s
books on lower shelves and a growing
collection of CDs and DVDs in a box
on the table.
We distribute bookmarks to church
members, touting the benefits of using
library materials. We display book reviews in Plexiglas frames on a small
table in the area. The Book Nook recently launched a Route 66 reading
program, encouraging our church family to read through the best 66 books
ever written: a collection called the
Bible.
We don’t have a checkout system.
We ask only that members return
books when they are finished reading
them or pass them on for others to
read. All donations are carefully examined before putting them on our
shelves. So far, the system works.

Providing Benefits

A patron browses the portable library.

Setting up these materials once a
month takes a little time, but we believe the benefits outweigh the costs.
And we are seeing the portable library
being actively used.
We took an inventory of our materials eight months after starting the
Book Nook. We had 51 adult books, 15
children’s books, three Bibles, 26 Guide-

LIBRARY

PROFILE
Spotlighting
continued from page 5

Rolling bookshelves house the portable library.

posts magazines, six CDs featuring contemporary Christian artists, two DVDs,
and three books on tape. Only seven
titles on the shelves were part of our
original collection.
Through our portable library, we
provide Bibles and study materials to
help members connect with God. Our
resources are used to equip small
groups for cooperative studies. Then
they donate the books back for others
to use. These materials help our members connect with the world.
The Book Nook has been instrumental in launching three church-initiated
programs. The first is an adult literacy
program being implemented in a local
community. The second is a smallgroup experience aimed at helping
members to develop writing skills.
Members of the writers group are using their talents to write devotional and
inspirational messages for our church
family.
Finally, the Book Nook is collecting
children’s books to distribute through
an inner-city mission. In addition, we

connected with the school where we
meet to participate in their tutoring
program.

Growing Together
We know we have holes in our collection. We need more multicultural literature, more children’s books, and
more fiction for men. But we trust our
little library will continue to grow as
our church plant takes root.
Until then, we know the Book Nook
is helping the members of our small
congregation meet our mission: “Connect with God, Connect with Each
Other, and Connect with the World.”
______________________________________________________________________
Rebecca Waters is a writer, speaker, and
teacher. Check out her blog, A Novel Creation, at rebeccaawaters.blogspot.com.

you try your very best, and you hope
it works out—and in this case it did.”
Their fast-growing readership has
been an unexpected blessing. “Now
we’re part of an extended family of
readers, and that’s been marvelous to
see how God has brought us together,”
Diane said.
But one of the biggest rewards of
writing has been the opportunity to
glorify God with their work. As David
said, “There’s gratification in knowing
that you’ve used the talents God has
given you.”
Even personal success hasn’t
tempted the Munsons to lose sight of
their priorities. Indeed, their commitment to Christ has been strengthened
by it. The Munsons are confident their
faith will keep them grounded. As
Diane put it, “The longer we write, the
more we give our writing over to God.”
_____________________________________________________________
Paula Weinman is a professional writing
major at Taylor University and a freelance
writer for Church Libraries, The Echo,
The Aboite Independent, Pathways to
God, and WBCL radio.

A library is a house of hope. It’s a
place where we all, whatever our
situation, can feed our ideas and
develop our dreams.
—Doug Wilhelm
What I love most about libraries is
that the books can only be borrowed,
but the knowledge and inspiration
they contain are yours to keep.
—Anthony Breznican
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Approved Unto God
by Cindy Grabill

B

iblical illiteracy is at an all-time
high. For instance, 10 percent of
the population believes Joan of
Arc to be Noah’s wife. Fifty percent can
name only one gospel. Many people
can’t name the first book of the Bible.
To change this ignorance, which is
prevalent among Christians, too, increase your Bible-study titles and promote them to your congregation.
The following books begin with the
basics and help readers set up quiettime areas and schedules and provide
tips to deal with distractions. They
teach which books to study first and
recommend valuable aids, such as
Bible dictionaries. They suggest the
best translations. Some teach readers
how to observe, interpret, and apply
what they have learned from Scripture.
Others teach meditation skills and how
to do word and topical studies.
All these books help Christians develop deeper walks with the Lord.
Since Bible study is vital to mature believers, these books will promote
growth in your congregation.
BASIC GUIDE TO INTERPRETING
THE BIBLE
by Robert H. Stein
Baker, 978-0-8010-3373-5, 2011, PB,
240 pages, $21.99
Professor Stein defines and explains
the rules for interpretation and briefly
discusses the subject matter of selected
books. He explains different literary
genres, including parables, and helps
interpret difficult passages like the
imagery in Ezekiel and the predictive
aspects of the prophets. He explains
8 Church Libraries • Spring 2014

biblical idioms and jargon and shows
through Scripture how the contexts in
which words are found define their
meanings.
Stein’s book causes advanced readers to think and goes into depth to clear
up important, but often obscure passages on which pastors don’t often
preach. Each chapter includes guidelines for interpretation and concludes
with thought-provoking questions.
THE BIBLE STUDY HANDBOOK: A
Comprehensive Guide to an Essential
Practice
by Lindsay Olesberg
InterVarsity, 978-0-8308-1049-9, 2012,
PB, 240 pages, $18
Olesberg, the Scripture manager for
Urbana Missionary Conference, cites
reasons for biblical illiteracy and presents a convincing argument about

Biblical illiteracy
is at an all-time
high. For instance,
10 percent of the
population believes
Joan of Arc to be
Noah’
Noah’ss wife.

why Christians need to study the Bible.
She stresses the authority of God’s
Word, the need to submit to its teaching, and demonstrates through Scripture how context matters. She explains
manuscript study and the seven-step
Interpretation Roadmap to train readers to interpret the Bible.
Olesberg includes often-humorous
anecdotes to personalize the text and
illustrate her points, along with charts,
maps, and graphs to explain her teaching. Hands-on exercises help make
Scripture more meaningful.
HOW TO READ THE BIBLE BOOK
BY BOOK: A Guided Tour
978-0-310-21118-1, 2002, 352 pages,
$18.99
HOW TO READ THE BIBLE FOR
ALL IT’S WORTH
978-0-310-24604-6, 2003, 288 pages,
$16.99
by Gordon D. Fee and Douglas Stuart
Zondervan, PB
These New and Old Testament
scholars, respectively, aim to help readers understand the Bible better. In How
to Read the Bible Book by Book, they devote one chapter to each of the 66
books, discussing historical events, as
well as characters, plots and subplots,
and themes. They explain potentially
difficult sections and indicate how each
book fits into the big picture.
In How to Read the Bible for All It’s
Worth, Fee and Stuart help readers discover what Scripture means. They
delve deeper into the texts and discuss
Bible books by genres. They teach readers how to read passages carefully, ask

BOOK
questions of the text, and consider the
entire context when studying.
These authors show God at work as
they emphasize the Bible is God’s
story. He speaks through the prophets,
speaks through the laws, and is the
central figure in the narratives. These
books clear up areas or books one
might find difficult, from ceremonial
laws to bottomless pits.
HOW TO STUDY THE BIBLE
by John MacArthur
Moody, 978-0-8024-5303-7, 2009, PB,
128 pages, $7.99
Christians are victorious over sin
and temptation when God’s Word
dwells in them. Yet they are powerless
without that firm foundation. Pastor
MacArthur lists additional benefits of
Bible study, the Bible’s attributes, and
the six requirements one must have
before beginning serious
study. He helps readers
understand what the
Bible means and provides
tips for meditation. Each
chapter concludes with
review and reflection
questions.
This basic guide is easy
to read and, thus, ideal
for the beginning Bible
student. The reflection
questions allow all readers to identify areas in
which they need to grow.
HOW TO STUDY THE
BIBLE FOR YOURSELF
by Tim LaHaye
Harvest House, 978-07369-1696-7, 2006, PB,
224 pages, $12.99
Christians “approved
unto God” discipline
themselves to read and
study His word daily and
obey its teachings. LaHaye, coauthor of the Left
Behind series, proposes a
reading schedule and

ROUNDUP

uses charts and graphs to show the
general layout and unity of the Bible.
He explains how to do topical and
character studies. He teaches how to
dissect passages to find promises, commands, and applications and includes
a plan for Scripture memory with a
reproducible list of appropriate verses.
This easy-to-read book is filled with
practical information. LaHaye includes
sample questions for each method of
study to help readers dig deeper and
excite them as they search for treasure
in God’s Word.
HOW TO UNDERSTAND YOUR
BIBLE
by T. Norton Sterrett & Richard L.
Schultz
InterVarsity, 978-0-8308-1093-2, 2010,
PB, 204 pages, $16
Sterrett and Schultz explain why

Christians must study Scripture and include qualifications necessary for comprehension. They help readers study
passages in light of their contexts and
give examples from Scripture to show
how words can have different meanings. Chapter content includes figures
of speech, symbols, Hebrew idioms
and poetry, and parables. In the final
chapter, the authors invite readers to
apply what they have learned, using
Psalm 51.
Schultz, a biblical studies professor,
wrote this second edition of the book
originally penned by the late Sterrett,
who worked for International Fellowship of Evangelical Students. They
teach Christians to think and study
words’ meanings, both literally and
symbolically. Plus they support each
concept with numerous examples from
Scripture and include guidelines for

TRANSFORM
your library

When you combine the best product, with
the best customer experience, you get your
best partner – ResourceMate.®

“ResourceMate has been a tremendous help to
us in getting and keeping our library organized
and up-and-running smoothly.”
– Calvary Baptist Church

Reach us toll free at

800-815-8370

www.resourcemate.com
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Since Bible study
is vital to mature
believers, these books
will promote growth
in your congregation.
interpretation in each chapter.
LIVING BY THE BOOK: The Art and
Science of Reading the Bible
by Howard G. Hendricks & William
D. Hendricks
Moody, 978-0-8024-9538-9, 2007, PB,
340 pages, $18.99
Seminary professor Howard and his
son, William, a management specialist, include chapters on each of 10 strategies to first-rate Bible reading. They
train readers to look for repeated
words and phrases and help them outline, chart, and dissect verses and passages. They teach how to read meditatively and imaginatively and send
readers on a God-hunt as they search
for answers to nine questions regarding a passage. The “You Try It” exercises concluding each chapter encourage readers to put into practice that
material’s content.
These authors develop the threestep inductive study approach as they
teach Christians to read the Bible. They
present each strategy in depth, giving
examples from Scripture to illustrate
their points.
READ THE BIBLE FOR LIFE: Your
Guide to Understanding & Living
God’s Word
by George H. Guthrie
B&H, 978-0-8054-6454-2, 2011, PB, 304
pages, $14.99
Professor Guthrie helps Christians
10 Church Libraries • Spring 2014

ROUNDUP

read the Bible well by including interviews with 16 scholars, asking them to
explain the difficulties in the particular books in which they specialize. They
stress knowing the intended audience,
as well as the history and culture of the
time. They show how to compare unfamiliar concepts with familiar ones.
These scholars make even the most
difficult books readable—from the
laws of Leviticus to the symbolism in
Revelation. Old Testament stories are
clearer when Christians consider what
their Hero is accomplishing. Each chapter concludes with a brief summary of
the content, along with conversation
and application questions.
RICK WARREN’S BIBLE STUDY
METHODS: Twelve Ways You Can
Unlock God’s Word
by Rick Warren
Zondervan, 978-0-310-49593-2, 2011,
PB, 304 pages, $12.99
These 12 methods, including training in word, theme, and topical studies, will help readers get into the Bible
for themselves. Warren teaches participants to delve deeply into Bible characters and develop Christian attributes.
He trains them to observe, interpret,
and apply what they are learning and
to use the S-P-A-C-E-P-E-T-S acrostic
method. He defines each study, explains its benefits, and provides stepby-step guidelines for using it. He also
includes reproducible study forms on
which readers can write answers to the
questions.
“America’s most influential spiritual
leader” provides detailed, yet simple
instructions for any method one might
want to try. Especially helpful are the
example pages where he includes
sample questions and answers to explain the method. Even beginners will
become pros by following his instructions.

SAVORING GOD’S WORD
by Jan Johnson
NavPress, 978-1-5768-3399-5, 2004, PB,
176 pages, $19.99
Johnson, who writes Bible study
guides, explains how meditation skills
differ from Bible studies, yet how the
two enhance each other. She also provides specific instructions to help readers meditate on various passages, including familiar parables.
Christians often consider Bible
study as an exercise. Johnson’s meditation ideas allow them, as the title indicates, to taste Scripture and savor
each bite. She offers several methods,
so readers can try another if one
doesn’t work. I found fresh insights
while studying a parable, using the
“Stepping into Scripture” method. Her
“palms up-palms down” idea allows
readers to relinquish worry and focus
on God. These methods allow readers
to hear from God in a unique way.
TRANSFORMING BIBLE STUDY
by Bob Grahmann
InterVarsity, 978-0-8308-1123-6, 2003,
PB, 141 pages, $16
Grahmann, a Bible study teacher
and missions director, shows readers
how to “enter a text” to discover the
main point of the passage. He explains
how to find answers to the “who, what,
where, why, and how” of narrative
passages and presents the method of a
manuscript study in a group setting.
He helps readers find background information for each book and presents
specific concepts to help them apply
Scripture to their lives. He writes to
group leaders as well as individuals.
Grahmann’s ideas are timely,
unique, and creative. For instance, he
suggests writing and acting out a short
skit based on a biblical story. Each
chapter ends with ideas for individual
or group study based on the content.
__________________________________________________________
Cindy Grabill is a freelance writer who
manages her church’s book table.

P R O M OT I O N

Snatching Time to Read
by Mary A. Hake
Editor’s note: Copy this article for a bulletin insert, handout, or your church newsletter. Or post it in your library.

Snatching Time to Read
by Mary A. Hake

O

ld-fashioned paper books
have not gone out of
style. We just have many
more choices in our modern technological age. Since Gutenberg’s
press began operation in 1450,
printed books began to make their
way to the masses.
Now, in addition to the multitudes of choices in size, style, topic,
translation, publisher, etc., books
and periodicals also come in electronic form via e-readers or on computers. Audiobooks offer another
way to “read,” while working,
driving, exercising, or relaxing.
Unfortunately, life has become
so busy we often miss out on the
enjoyment of reading—those
countless opportunities we have to
peruse words. Electronic media
frequently crowd out the personal
connection that can be found between the reader and the author’s
words.
How can we snatch wasted moments and redeem them with the
enrichment of reading?
The solution is simple: Take
reading material wherever you go,
and keep it within ready access at

everywhere in your home.
Pack a paperback in your pocketbook. Stash a Kindle or Nook in your
backpack or purse. Keep a novel or
magazine in your car. Carry the latest
periodical to work to enjoy during a
break. When you have something you
want to read close at hand, it will help
you take advantage of all those free
moments you can capture for reading.
Waiting for a train? Or stuck in a
drive-through line or traffic jam or at
the gas station or car wash? Don’t fret.
Forget your stress while you read. If
you don’t notice when it’s time to move
on, a “friendly” driver behind you will
be sure to signal with his horn.
Caught in a long line at the checkout counter? Pull out your pack-along
volume and lose yourself in a page or
10 while leaning on your shopping cart.
Put on hold? Have a “phone” book
ready to read until that person comes
back on the line.
Waiting for your computer to boot
up or for a download? Pick up something reader friendly and combine
online time with a ready read.
Relaxing in the tub? Soft music and
a good story turn this simple pleasure
into luxury.

As a confirmed readaholic since
childhood, I often read during a
program or movie that doesn’t
hold my full attention or while
waiting for my turn during a board
game. I also prop up reading material when brushing my teeth,
drying my hair, folding clothes,
shelling peas, and doing any task
that requires my hands but not my
eyes and mind. I sometimes even
read while walking from room to
room or from the post office to the
car. And, yes, I do keep readables
in the bathroom.
Of course, I begin my day with
the best book of all: the Bible. After soaking in God’s Word first
thing, I’m ready for whatever life
brings. And that includes plenty of
opportunities to read.
So join me in discovering all
those readable moments that help
make life so worthwhile. And if
you need something to read, visit
the church library. It has plenty for
every moment you can snatch.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Mary A. Hake is a freelance writer and
editor who has served as a church librarian.
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PROMOTION

Pop Open a Good Book
by Cynthia L. Simmons

U

nable to sit still, I scooted to the
edge of the pew as the pastor
rose to give Sunday morning
announcements. This would be fun. Library volunteers sat in various places
throughout the auditorium, guaranteeing we’d make a splash. I looked forward to seeing the congregation’s
faces.
At last Pastor Randy said, “Nan
O’Day has information on our church
library.”
I jumped to my feet and shouted,
“Pop, pop, pop!”
Susan hopped up and yelled, “Pop!”
Chuckles ran through the crowd,
and people around me smiled.
Wearing a huge grin, Heather also
stood and belted, “Pop, pop!”
More people laughed.
“Pop, pop, pop, pop!” Gabbie and
Sharon erupted at the same time.
Once again, I got up and added my
voice, “Pop, pop, pop!”
Nan reached the pulpit and smiled
at the congregation. “Thanks, ladies.
That popping sound came from our library staff. Please stand so everyone
knows who you are.”
The audience applauded.
“Today we’re pleased to announce
our summer library promotion, Pop
Open a Good Book. Everyone can participate, and we’ll award the person
who gets the highest scores in each age
group. If you sign up today, you get a
bag of popcorn. Come on downstairs
after church and start reading.”

Popping Interest
Once the pastor dismissed us, I headed
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downstairs to a library full of chattering people. Red and white tablecloths
draped the checkout desk and bookshelves. Cardboard popcorn hung
from the ceiling, and the aroma of
warm butter surrounded me.
Five-year-old Emma Mason approached, holding her mother’s hand.
I looked down into her widened blue
eyes. “Do you want to sign up? You’ll
get free popcorn.”
She licked her lips and nodded. “I
like popcorn.”
“Come with me.” I pointed to a
poster of an empty popcorn box taped
to the door. “That has no popcorn, and
it looks sad. Right here I have cardboard photos of popcorn. I’m writing
your name on this one. Would you like
to tape this in the container so we can
start filling it up?”
Emma’s eyes sparkled as she
walked to the door with me.
I handed her the popcorn with her
name. “Where do you want it?”
“Right there.” She pointed to the
edge of the container.
“Oh, so you want it to hang over the
edge. That’s fine. Just stick it on.” I
guided her hand. “There. I think that
looks nice. Do you?”
“Yes.” Her face glowed as she gazed
at her name.
“When you finish 10 items, you may
put another piece of popcorn on the
door and get a prize. For the second
10, you’ll get a movie ticket. The person who reads the most in his category
gets the grand prize.”
Emma darted to the book shelves,
eager to start.

I handed Mrs. Mason a red-striped
container overflowing with popcorn
and a matching bag with a record
sheet. “We let parents monitor the
younger children since you know
what’s appropriate. Write down each
item here and initial it when she finishes. Half of what she borrows should
be items that have been checked out
less than 10 times. That gets the kids
out of their comfort zone.”
A hand touched my shoulder, and I
turned to find Betty Phillips. “I love to
read, and I love popcorn. May adults
take part?”
I nodded. “Absolutely. We have a
category for adults and teens. It’s on
the honor system, so all you have to
do is sign up and report what you’ve
read. You earn a prize for your first 10
books and then again for your second
10 books.”
Betty left with popcorn, a packet of

PROMOTION
information, and a stack of books. We
worked an hour longer that day, signing up our patrons, checking out books,
and answering questions.

Reviewers

Popping Success
By the end of the summer, the popcorn
container on our library door overflowed. The book return stayed full as
the promotion gifts kept families coming back. We posted winners in the bulletin and gave out prizes.
Our congregation popped open lots
of books, and that’s a librarian’s fondest dream.
________________________________________
Cynthia L. Simmons is a freelance writer
who volunteers in the library at Grace
Community Church, Marietta, Ga.
A daughter of one of the librarians poses
at the popcorn sign-up door.
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A library is a hospital for the mind.
—Anonymous

Instructions for the Pop Open a Good Book promotion.
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REVIEWS

Bible
& Theology

Biography
& Memoir

THE BAKER ILLUSTRATED GUIDE
TO EVERYDAY LIFE IN BIBLE
TIMES
by John A. Beck
Baker, 978-0-8010-1413-0, HB, 319
pages, $29.99
When you read Scripture, do you
have questions about what words like
winnow mean or how family relationships worked in the past? Professor
Beck has assembled a reference book
detailing manners, customs, and cultural practices from Bible times to help
readers understand God’s Word more
clearly.
The contents are in alphabetical order, and more than 300 full-color photos and Scripture index add to the usefulness of this guide. It also offers help
in determining if biblical authors were
using the words literally or figuratively. Recommended for your reference section. JAA

AND LIFE COMES BACK: A Wife’s
Story of Love, Loss, and Hope Reclaimed
by Tricia Lott Williford
WaterBrook, 978-0-307-731982-2, PB,
211 pages, $14.99
How do you survive a devastating
loss? Williford experienced the sudden
death of her 35-year-old husband, following a brief illness. And Life Comes
Back is the story of the first days,
months, and years of her life as a
widow and single mom of two young
boys.
She shares the difficult journey of
pain, sorrow, anger, faith, and love that
she traveled. Her writing is honest and
touching. The story is one of moving
through the aftermath of tragedy with
God, family, and friends. Williford
conveys beautifully written scenes of
her life during this time of grief and
discovery. I would like to recommend
this book, but some content is not appropriate for church libraries. JAA

THE BIOGRAPHICAL BIBLE
by Ruth A. Tucker
Baker, 978-0-8010-1481-0, HB, 448
pages, $29.99
Categorized as a biblical reference
book, Tucker’s writing style makes this
heavyweight tome more of a collection
of fascinating life stories of people
mentioned in the Bible. It lives up to
the reputation of a thoroughly researched resource, however, by its extensive notes, index, reference list, and
suggestions for further reading.
Dr. Tucker makes liberal use of short
excerpts from other scholarly books to
augment her profiles. She also includes
cultural snapshots called “Everyday
Life.” This book is an especially good
resource for churches, schools, and
homeschoolers. JAW
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THE GIFT OF LOVE: One Woman’s
Journey to Save a Life
by Amy Clipston
Zondervan, 978-1-310-33134-6, PB, 224
pages, $14.99
Already an accomplished novelist,
Clipston applies her gifts to nonfiction,
telling her husband’s struggle with kidney disease. Joe received from his
brother a transplanted kidney that his
body eventually rejected. Although
Amy was willing to donate a kidney
to her husband, she was not a match;
so they looked elsewhere. Joe and Amy
were then accepted into a paired donor program at Johns Hopkins Hospital. She lost 37 pounds, so she could be
in the best physical condition to donate
if a match was found for Joe. Then they
waited.

Amy’s riveting story is an honest
glimpse into her family. She doesn’t
whitewash her feelings or spiritual
struggles when adversities mounted,
but cites her faith and loved ones as
most important during the journey.
This inspirational biography is a valuable and informational addition to any
library. JAW
HOPE IN FRONT OF ME: Find Purpose in Your Darkest Moments
by Danny Gokey with Ben Stroup
NavPress, 978-1-61291-613-2, PB, 201
pages, $19.99
Having no hope is not an option,
especially for Gokey. This memoir is
more than his experiences on American
Idol, although he provides insider information on how a hit TV show is
scheduled, rehearsed, and produced.
This book also is a saga of love, loss,
financial struggle, and reliance on God
to keep moving forward.
Gokey mixes his strong story and
the wisdom he gained through it in a
way that inspires readers. He intertwines his relationship with Christ
with the details about being in show
business. Many people think that
achieving fame and money will bring
eternal happiness. But Gokey proves
that without internal peace and a confident relationship with Christ, all
other rewards in life are shallow, temporary, and vainglorious. This book is
an intimate confession of what the lure
of worldly fame can be on a person
who has no genuine understanding of
what the word idol truly means. SF

SEQUEL
to Why I Left the Amish
by Saloma Miller Furlong
Herald Press, 978-0-8361-9858-4,
$15.99
Bonnet Strings: An Amish
Woman’s Ties to Two Worlds

BOOK
IN CAPABLE ARMS: Living a Life
Embraced by Grace
by Sarah Kovac
Abingdon, 978-1-4267-5695-5, HB, 184
pages, $19.99
Kovac tells the story behind her
cable-news exposure and viral Internet
video in which she changes her baby’s
diaper with her feet. Three decades
ago, she was born with a rare congenital defect. Her shoulders, arms, and fingers are shortened, weak, and unable
to bend. She relies on God for grace to
cope and on her feet to do most tasks
that need dexterity.
Kovac chronicles her life story, beginning with how her teenage parents
learned how to raise a challenged child.
She shares her feelings of inadequacy
and social ineptness from elementary
school through college, as well as how
she met and married Adam.
In set-apart sections throughout the
book, she asks readers such questions
as “Do you ever see yourself as a ‘victim?’ What steps can you take to see
yourself differently?” By connecting
with readers this way, Kovac reveals
the truth that many of us have less-visible defects. Recommended for any library. JAW
MISS BRENDA AND THE LOVELADIES
by Brenda Spahn & Irene Zutell
WaterBrook, 978-0-307-73217-0, HB,
240 pages, $19.99
Businesswoman Spahn nearly
landed in Alabama’s notorious Julia
Tutwiler Prison for Women when a
serious mistake was made in her booming tax-preparation business. This crisis redirected her life goal from amassing wealth to helping female inmates
readjust to the “free world.”
Spahn is brutally honest in her narrative of the founding of the Lovelady
Center in 2004. She made mistakes and
often behaved badly, but she thanks
God for His guidance and often miraculous intercession. Several chapters
are written from the perspective of
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those women who were helped by
Spahn’s faith-based, nonprofit, transitional program. A riveting story is
made all the more engrossing because
it really happened. Recommended for
all libraries. JAW
PUSHING BACK THE DARKNESS
by Jennifer Redcay with Becca Anderson
OakTara, 978-1-60290-076-9, PB, 159
pages, $14.95
It’s hard to tell if someone around
you is part of a cult. You might think
you’d notice and you could never be
seduced yourself by a cult, but this is
the reason many people get pulled in.
Redcay’s testimony and Anderson’s
research completely unmask this common misconception.
Redcay’s narrative may not be the
best organized or most fluid, but her
true story is a powerful one, sure to
interest readers and awaken them to
the reality and dangers of cults. Her
personal struggles reveal a loving
God’s grace and forgiveness. Anderson’s research provides the reader with
tools to recognize cults’ attractions and
their dangerous realities.
An insider’s view coupled with
good research and resources makes for
a useful book. As a revealing exposé
and warning, this book will increase
awareness about the impact on society
by witch covens, satanic worshipers,
militant extremist communities, and
pagan cults. ALG
SEEKING ALLAH, FINDING JESUS:
A Devout Muslim’s Journey to Christ
by Nabeel Qureshi
Zondervan, 978-0-310-51502-9, PB, 304
pages, $16.99
As a second-generation Muslim
growing up in the Western world,
Qureshi felt out of place throughout his
childhood. But he always felt at home
in the arms of his close-knit family and
the comfort of his Islamic faith. Born
into the Islamic culture, Qureshi grew
up ready to bring others to the God he

revered. But when he became best
friends with a devoted Christian, the
two began to view their faiths more
objectively to find where God’s truth
actually resided.
This sincere, personal account is a
must-read for any Christian wanting
to reach out to Muslims. The reader
gains immense respect for Qureshi’s
passion for God and his logical search
for truth that ultimately led him to
Christianity. As the world’s two biggest religions continue to feud, Qureshi
humanizes both sides and shows that
objective study will always lead to one
truth: the gospel of Jesus. DMM
WHERE THE WIND LEADS
by Vihn Chung with Tim Downs
Nelson, 978-0-8499-4756-8, PB, 325
pages, $22.99
I knew of Vietnamese boat people. I
had heard bits of many stories. But
nothing prepared me for the story told
in this book. In part one, Chung carefully builds the foundation of his
family’s life, from times of prosperity
through the Vietnam War to the days
following the United States withdrawal. He reveals both character and
character flaws and portrays his family with truth and transparency.
Part two is a tale of terror and trial.
It reveals how deep man’s inhumanity toward man can reach. It also introduces an organization that vividly
lives out Christ’s example. Part three
shows how far a refugee can go in the
land of opportunity: the United States.
But more than a refugee’s tale, it is a
story of faith. For all the Chungs’ resilience and tenacity, they gladly acknowledge God’s hand as the guiding
force behind it all.
Downs did a great job of insuring
that the mind and story of a ChineseVietnamese man was clearly communicated. This book reads like a novel
with the power of truth. Highly recommended. BR
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Children
Early Readers
SERIES UPDATES
I Can Read! level 1: VeggieTales
by Karen Poth
Zonderkidz, $3.99
All Is Fair When We Share
978-0-310-74169-5
Larry Makes a Choice
978-0-310-74168-8
The Imagination Station
Tyndale, 978-1-58997-774-7,
$4.99
#13 The Redcoats Are Coming!
by Marianne Hering & Nancy I.
Sanders

Juvenile
ADVENTURE BIBLE HANDBOOK
by Robin Schmitt & David Frees
Zonderkidz, 978-0-310-72575-6, HB,
240 pages, $16.99
Even with the most kid friendly
Bible, getting a 10-year-old to dig in
and enjoy reading the Scriptures can
be hard. But this guide helps by outlining the entire Bible in comic-book
and text format. Four children travel
to Israel with their father, an archaeologist. When he goes missing, they
travel through time, space, and Bible
events to find him.
The characters talking at once feels
more confusing than helpful, but the
format does break up otherwise dense
information. Topics and stories are
listed chronologically and include a
summary of the story, along with an
optional Bible reading passage, a
printed Bible passage, or a historical
16 Church Libraries • Spring 2014
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sidebar. A small book can hardly cover
every Bible story, but Schmitt and
Frees pick important themes and issues
and tie them into the bigger story about
God and His plan for humanity. ARM
PROPHET WITH HONOR: The Billy
Graham Story
by William Martin
Zonderkidz, 978-0-310-71935-9, PB,
144 pages, $6.99
From a simple farm boy to one of
the most beloved Christian preachers
in modern time, Billy Graham has done
“some great things for God.” Graham
has had a powerful impact on the
world. His story shows how God can
use an individual to transform a generation. This book walks through
Graham’s life, showing both his
struggles and successes, sacrifices and
gains, and overall passion for serving
the Lord that has led millions to Christ.
This book does a great job breaking
down the person of Billy Graham for
children who may not know anything
about him. This is not a picture book,
but pictures throughout show Graham
in his ministry. Unfortunately, this
book is written as if Dr. Graham were
dead, which, at this point, he isn’t.
RMM
SHADOW IN THE DARK
978-1-60290-368-5, 141 pages, $14.95
THE HAUNTED CATHEDRAL
978-1-60290-369-2, 181 pages, $15.95
THE FIRE OF EDEN
978-1-60290-370-8, 171 pages, $15.95
The Chronicles of Xan #1-3
by Antony Barone Kolenc
OakTara, PB
After bandits attack his village, a
young boy’s injuries leave him with no
memory. Kind monks shelter him and
name him Xan. When the bandits return for a violent attack on the monastery, Xan needs all his wits to reveal
the identity of the mysterious Shadow
of Death and discover the villain behind the attacks. Later, while Xan
struggles to forgive the bandit who

killed his parents, he searches for the
truth behind ghostly incidents in a local cathedral. When a long-estranged
uncle contacts him, Xan must decide
whether to live with him or remain at
the monastery. Before he decides, a
priceless ruby is stolen; and he turns
all his attention to catching the thief.
This quick-paced adventure series
will capture the imaginations of young
readers. Each clever plot includes
thrilling mysteries, dangers, and revelations with medieval British and
church history woven seamlessly
throughout the stories. Boys and even
girls will identify with Xan’s struggles
and joys. His quest for truth addresses
such important issues as loving our
enemies, trusting God during suffering, and forgiving others. Note: The
setting is a monastery, and some Catholic theology is represented. EJS

SERIES UPDATE
Code of Silence
by Tim Shoemaker
Zonderkidz, 978-0-310-735014, $14.99
#3 Below the Surface

Christian
Education
77 FAIRLY SAFE SCIENCE ACTIVITIES FOR ILLUSTRATING BIBLE
LESSONS
by Donald B. DeYoung
Baker, 978-0-8010-1537-3, PB, 261
pages, $13.99
God’s creation is exciting! These
creative object lessons capture the attention of all ages and demonstrate the
grandeur and order of creation. Bible

BOOK
principles and God’s power are revealed through simple, easy-to-follow
experiments, using common objects
and requiring little setup. Two helpful
indices list the title and theme of each
lesson, the activity, and appropriate
verses. The activity points to the Scripture lesson, making it easy to remember. Each presentation starts with the
theme, Bible verse, and a list of needed
materials. These are followed by a
Bible lesson, an activity, and a scientific explanation.
Lessons may be adapted and made
age appropriate. Sound teaching is accompanied with clear, step-by-step instructions, tips for successful lessons,
and helpful pictures and graphs. Professor DeYoung teaches science and is
president of the Creation Research Society. Recommended for church and
school libraries, Bible and science
teachers. LGM
CHILDREN’S MINISTRY IN THE
WAY OF JESUS
by David M. Csinos & Ivy Beckwith
InterVarsity, 978-0-8308-4108-0, PB,
198 pages, $18
Here’s a commentary of a more
modern view of children’s ministry
that adheres to Jesus’ teachings and
life. The authors address goals, values,
the place of children in the church,
teaching the Bible, children’s questions, and the nurture of relationships.
Each chapter starts with an appropriate quote and ends with questions for
consideration.
Csinos, founder and president of
Faith Forward, an organization about
ministry with children and youth, and
Beckwith, a church director of educational ministries, did a lot of research
for this book. However, the result is
some dryness in readability. They explore the goal of ministry with children
instead of ministry to children. Personal stories and quotations from intellectual Christians illustrate the topics. Recommended for your Christian
education section. LGM
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Christian
Living
10 DAYS WITHOUT
by Daniel Ryan Day
Multnomah, 978-1-60142-467-9, PB,
199 pages, $13.99
What would it take to break your
heart? For Day, a few simple experiments dissolved his apathy toward living as the hands and feet of Christ. For
10 days at a time, he gave up certain
“necessities” (junk food, email,
smartphones, video games) to raise
awareness and support for a specific
cause.
His book is half inspirational and
half practical advice for readers who
feel called to join him in their own experiments in reducing media stress.
Fans of Do Hard Things will enjoy Day’s
storytelling, and everyone will appreciate his honesty and vulnerability.
Day’s motivations are pure, and his
results were astounding. This is a book
that will pull readers off their couches
and into action to love the least of this
world. JG
AHA: The God Moment That
Changes Everything
by Kyle Idleman
Cook, 978-0-7814-1049-6, PB, 205
pages, $14.99
Many of us have had aha moments
in our spiritual lives. Idleman focuses
on this kind of moment by using the
story of the prodigal son to show how
our lives can be changed when confronted with our true spiritual condition and need for our Savior. Using the
prodigal son’s aha moment, he examines awakening to our sinfulness, honesty necessary to deal with that problem, and action in our need for the
Savior. Idleman details how this recognition of our sin can ultimately lead
to a changed life through Christ.
Using personal anecdotes, testimo-

nies, and examples from his pastoral
work, he encourages all of us to take
action, as did the prodigal son. Recommended. JAA
AS IT IS IN HEAVEN: How Eternity
Brings Focus to What Really Matters
by Greg Laurie
NavPress, 978-1-6129-1569-2, HB, 256
pages, $19.99
Laurie adds his perspective to book
collections on heaven with this study
of how teachings about eternity impact
life today. He also addresses praying
for hardened prodigals and sharing the
gospel through truths about heaven
and hell.
A pastor and crusade evangelist,
Laurie is a thoughtful, thorough Bible
teacher. He brings perspective to popular after-death stories and discusses
questions of whether now-deceased
believers know what’s happening on
Earth. Hopefully, a future edition will
correct what I perceive as an error in
chapter 8: presuming Elisha’s unnamed young servant of 2 Kings 6 was
Gehazi, dismissed and judged for
greed with leprosy, only a few verses
earlier (5:27). That aside, considering
the book’s much-needed message, I
commend it as a must-add to your
church library. JZ
BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT: Breaking
the Idol of Certainty
by Gregory A. Boyd
Baker, 978-0-8010-1492-5, PB, 269
pages, $16.99
Isn’t doubt a dangerous stumbling
block to a believer? Not according to
theologian and pastor Boyd. He suggests that expressing uncertainty can
help someone build an honest and
genuine relationship with Christ.
Through personal conviction, experience, and research, he combats today’s
trend of certainty-seeking faith. While
such doctrine teaches that doubt is to
be avoided, Boyd insists that certainty
is an idol that distracts people from
truly trusting in God.
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His text covers this controversial
topic with honesty and respect. The
majority of his arguments are made
from thoroughly researched biblical
examples and interpretations. He also
offers many personal illustrations, one
of which includes censored profanity.
This book is encouraging for any Christian struggling with doubt and the guilt
that comes with it. Though some may
not entirely agree with Boyd’s scriptural interpretations, his point of view
is well worth hearing. LVO
CLOUT: Discover and Unleash Your
God-Given Influence
by Jenni Catron
Nelson, 978-1-4002-0568-4, HB, 216
pages, $19.99
Influence is not something God bestows on only a few. Rather, it’s a gift
he’s given to almost everyone. Sadly,
many people choose to keep their influence locked up. Fortunately, by listening to God’s Word and unleashing
one’s God-given clout, virtually anyone can become a world-changer.
Catron transforms how readers
view themselves as influencers on the
world around them. Her words are
scripturally based. Readers will relate
to her powerful illustrations about
people who have become orators,
teachers, writers, pastors, missionaries,
philanthropists, publishers, and media
experts and have used their gifts and
talents to influence others for the cause
of Christ.
Bible-study group leaders will find
this book a great resource due to the
discovery steps at the end of each chapter that offer probing questions to help
readers understand what is inhibiting
their clout and how to unleash it. TLB
CRASH THE CHATTERBOX: Hearing God’s Voice above All Others
by Steven Furtick
Multnomah, 978-1-6014-2456-3, HB,
240 pages, $19.99
Pastor Furtick uses the term chatterbox for negative self-talk that can im18 Church Libraries • Spring 2014
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pair spiritual growth. He groups his
remedies for spiritual dissonance into
four answers: “God says I am” (overcoming insecurities), “God says He
will” (fears), “God says He has” (feelings of condemnation), and “God says
I can” (discouragement).
Furtick gives a different spin on
identity in Christ, a theme of many
newer books. He encourages readers
to recognize the circumstances and inner critics that keep them from achieving God’s best for their lives. His appeal is greatest with 30-somethings
who can relate to his social-media references and parenting illustrations. His
casual language (including four-letter
slang) might be a turnoff for some.
Church libraries with a significant
young-adult “thinker” patronage
might consider it. JZ
FLESH: Bringing the Incarnation
Down to Earth
by Hugh Halter
Cook, 978-0-7814-0997-1, PB, 240
pages, $14.99
Pastor Halter takes a deeper look
into the amazing wonders of Christ’s
coming to Earth in fleshly form. He
explores how Christ’s methods in establishing relationships makes for a life
worth living because of the peace, confidence, and contentment it provides
for Christians. His goal is to lead
people in the direction of finding pure
satisfaction in what they crave in the
form of service to the Lord.
The author’s writing style is personal, with every chapter introduced
with a story that builds into his message. He talks a lot about drinking alcoholic beverages, even mentioning
that he once wished to open a pub. If
you can look past that topic, you’re
guaranteed to have a positive experience. The book makes Christ’s time on
Earth realistic, purposeful, and relatable. For those seeking a goal and purpose in life, this book is a good starting point for self-examination. BB

THE GOD OF YES
by Jud Wilhite
FaithWords, 978-1-455-51539-4, PB,
195 pages, $22
Witty personal anecdotes, examination of specific Scripture lessons, and
the insight of scientific research express
many different ways that God is the
one ultimate “Yes” in life. Wilhite
draws the reader in with humorous
personal stories before examining deep
problems everybody faces. With a
fresh look at Ecclesiastes with Solomon’s extreme view on how too much
of something without God can mean
nothing, Wilhite expresses God’s yes
within everything good the world has
to offer.
Unlike how many people view
Christianity today—as a religion of
limitations and restrictions (no, no, no
to everything)—pastor Wilhite emphasizes that God is constantly presenting
us with more love, more joy, more
growth, and more opportunities (a
“yes” relationship with our Creator).
This book is uplifting and motivational. LMB
A GUIDEBOOK TO PRAYER:
Twenty-Four Ways to Walk with God
by MaryKate Morse
InterVarsity, 978-0-8308-3578-2, PB,
251 pages, $18
No matter what shape your prayer
life is in, it can always be better. This
book is a guide for those both new to
and experienced in prayer. Morse details 24 types of prayer, eight each for
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. After the
discussion and interspersed personal
testimonies from her former students,
Morse gives directions for using that
particular prayer in group, prayerpartner, or individual settings. Some
of the prayer types include creative
prayer, work prayer, Lord’s prayer,
servant prayer, prayer language—
tongues, and discernment prayer.
Dr. Morse is a professor of leadership and spiritual formation and a
trained spiritual director. I don’t rec-
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ommend this book for church libraries
as it is more of a reference text. Authors
of books on prayer better suited to
church libraries include Oswald
Chambers, John Piper, C. S. Lewis, Kay
Arthur, Stormie Omartian, and R. C.
Sproul. Plus many evangelical
churches do not agree on her stand on
praying in tongues. JAA
LIFE STINKS … AND THEN YOU
DIE: Living Well in a Sick World
by Bob Hostetler
Leafwood, 978-0-89112-377-4, PB, 240
pages, $14.99
If you have ever asked the questions
“What am I doing here?” and “What’s
this all for?” you are not alone.
Hostetler’s book is based on the wisdom of Ecclesiastes, written by
Solomon, who seemed to have every
advantage but still struggled to find
happiness and meaning. Solomon’s
dole perspective was that “it all
amounts to nothing. Everything is
meaningless.” It’s not a jolly message,
but Hostetler takes an honest look at
the world around us and offers suggestions on how to live well in a sick
world. His insights on worthwhile
employment, church fellowship,
proper goals, additional education,
selfless work, and family love prove
that life does have meaning and purpose and the potential for great joy.
This book offers a great perspective
and a plan for those who realize that
life isn’t always sunshine and flowers.
Hostetler has taken a cynic’s look at life
and seasoned it with humor, honesty,
and wisdom. Recommended for adults
who are seriously weighing the meaning of life. RMM
A MILLION LITTLE WAYS: Uncover
the Art You Were Made to Live
by Emily P. Freeman
Revell, 978-0-8007-2244-9, PB, 218
pages, $13.99
In the beginning, God created creators. He gave them passions, dreams,
and imaginations. To some, He gave
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talent. To some, He gave will. No matter what their specialties, all were
meant to produce art, inspire wonder,
and glorify God. But before art can ever
be crafted, the artist must realize who
he or she is, shake the critics, and listen to the whispers of the heart.
Writer-blogger Freeman narrates
the journey of a creator to “help you
uncover the art already alive within
you.” Personal anecdotes and examples illuminate chapters of authentic
application. Quotations from inspired
artists, inventors, and performers bring
energy to the pages. Key Bible verses
prompt thought to help readers discover the art they were made to explore
and live out. With the lyrical way her
metaphors sprout off the pages,
Freeman’s pen must smile as she
writes. For those folks feeling a bit rundown or young people seeking a sense
of hope, this book teaches how to become one of God’s artists. NNP
PILGRIMAGE
by Lynn Austin
Bethany, 978-0-7642-1118-8, PB, 238
pages, $14.99
Austin, known for her wealth of fiction, has authored an outstanding piece
of nonfiction. Relaying her pilgrimage
to Israel offers four benefits for readers: First, the amount of biblical history
she includes is extensive. Second, her
vast Bible knowledge adds depth to her
accounting of this trip. Third, her interpretation and comparison of the Old
Testament and today’s world and what
that can mean for today’s Christians
makes this almost a devotional book.
Finally, her transparency reveals her
own spiritual needs and how this trip
met many of them and changed her
heart.
Pilgrimage is appropriate for any
church library collection and is valuable as a resource for a book discussion group, of interest to both men and
women. CC

THE POWER OF A HALF HOUR
by Tommy Barnett
WaterBrook, 978-0-307-73184-5, HB,
224 pages, $22.99
What priorities have you overlooked due to lack of time? The concepts in this book are based on the belief that any significant goal can be
accomplished by working on it in 30minute intervals. Individual chapters
can be read easily within this time
frame and are divided into seven topics that include strengthening your
faith, building character, establishing
relationships, and focusing on aspirations.
Pastor Barnett is an engaging storyteller whose diverse life experiences
bring refreshing perspectives. He included separate reflections for individual and group study and offered
suggestions for real-life applications.
Although chapters can stand on their
own, they also link fluidly to create a
cohesive lesson on time management
that is applicable to an audience of all
ages. AS
RUTHLESS: Knowing the God Who
Fights for You
by Bo Stern
NavPress, 978-1-6129-1602-6, PB, 144
pages, $9.99
We all face battles. Stern and her
family are in a major battle with ALS.
Throughout the struggle, she’s learned
much about who God is. Ruthless is
Stern’s practical guide to knowing God
and His Word. In 30 short chapters, she
helps us understand who God is. Each
chapter is titled “The God Who Fights
for You …” followed by a characteristic of God, such as “Does Good Always.” She uses many personal examples from her family after her
husband’s diagnosis of ALS, along
with pertinent passages of Scripture
relating to God’s characteristics. Each
chapter ends with one or more questions for the reader to think about.
Stern is a teaching pastor and
speaker. Due to some doctrinal issues,
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you’ll want to preview this book to
determine if it aligns with your
denomination’s teachings. Recommended. JAA
TODAY IS THE DAY: Find and Embrace Your God-Given Dreams
by Bil Cornelius with James Pence
Baker, 978-0-8010-1524-3, PB, 224
pages, $19.99
God places dreams in every
person’s heart. Sadly, many people
don’t know how to pursue inspired
dreams. Pastor and motivational
speaker Cornelius enthuses his fellow
Christians to start fulfilling their
dreams. Unlike secular motivational
books, this text offers solid biblical references, as well as practical, contemporary examples of appropriate goalsetting, life-management skills, acts of
service, and long-range planning.
Cornelius explains in detail how to distinguish between a divinely inspired
dream and a dream born of selfish
ambition.
The book features an action step at
the end of each chapter to help readers quantify their dreams and effectively set righteous goals. Readers may
not agree with Cornelius’s interpretation of Scripture in chapter 3, regarding gender and leadership roles. But,
overall, the book is scripturally sound
and uplifting. LVO
UNQUENCHABLE: Grow a Wildfire
Faith That Will Endure Anything
by Carol Kent
Zondervan, 978-0-310-33099-8, PB, 224
pages, $15.99
When faith fades, doubts prey on
prayer and circumstances stamp out
spiritual blazes until all that’s left is
embers. For those with faith flaming
out, Kent offers hopes. A slow chapter
introduces a book of tragedies. With a
heavy concentration of her personal
encounters—her car accident and son’s
imprisonment, to name two—Kent is
a tour guide for the potholed road of
suffering. Yet God made triumphs out
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of her tragedies and renewed her faith,
making it a brighter flame than ever.
Kent’s lessons about turning to the
Bible, finding time to meditate and
pray, leaning on trusted Christian
friends, and using a personal testimony
to uplift others provide a survival plan
to anyone needing fuel for the spiritual
fire. Her writing style feels like a visit
with an old friend. Summaries, questions, and a challenge tack on to each
chapter. Be advised that a somewhat
morose tone to the early chapters and
a sameness to the later chapters make
this heavy reading at times. NNP

Evangelism
DANGEROUS: Engaging the People
and Places No One Else Will
by Caleb Bislow with Ted Kluck
Bethany, 978-0-7642-1091-4, PB, 237
pages, $14.99
What would it take to persuade you
to abandon the security of your family
and home and venture into unknown,
perilous corners of the world? For
Bislow, there was one answer: a burning desire to spread the gospel message
where no one else would go. Dangerous is both a call to fearless evangelism
and Bislow’s personal testimony of
God’s provision on the mission field.
This book aims specifically toward
mobilizing and empowering youth.
Bislow advocates a brand of extreme
but biblical Christianity that encourages sacrificing everything for the sake
of Christ. His international emphasis
risks minimizing evangelistic opportunities within one’s local community,
but it is also an inspiring reminder to
brave the world outside your comfort
zone. The appendix connects readers
with existing resources and ministries
for individuals interested in pursuing
international ministry, especially one
in dark, dangerous, and despised
places of the world. AS

HOW TO TALK TO A SKEPTIC
by Donald J. Johnson
Bethany, 978-07642-1122-5, PB, 267
pages, $14.99
Talking about your faith can be
scary. What if someone has questions
you can’t answer? What if people are
hostile toward God? Johnson shows
how to reach a culture with radical disbelief. With the idea of listening, rather
than arguing, Johnson offers a framework for fruitful conversations, explanations for what these skeptics need to
know about God, and steps to “deal
with the data.”
This book does a great job of giving
explanations for the “irrational.” According to Johnson, most skeptics have
a misconceived idea about Christianity, so gently correcting those errors
with the Bible itself can alter incorrect
notions. He effectively shows how to
avoid being on the defensive in spiritual conversations, while telling God’s
story in a kind way. For people who
have loved ones, colleagues, or friends
who see no validity in Christianity, this
book provides insights on how to evangelize even the hardest hearts. RMM

Family
Marriage
THE SURPRISING SECRETS OF
HIGHLY HAPPY MARRIAGES
by Shaunti Feldhahn
Multnomah, 978-1-6014-2121-0, HB,
224 pages, $19.99
This book is packed with information. Feldhahn uses statistics and surveys freely and well, looking into marriage from a refreshingly unique
angle—one that many of us experience
but few talk about. Thirteen chapters
delve into areas that happily married
people seem to do consistently, but often without realizing it. The 14th chap-
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ter brings it all home, giving tips on
how to see the things that lead to a
happy marriage and how to implement
them.
I am glad someone took the time to
examine good marriages. A need for
remediation exists since many couples
do not know what it means to have a
happy marriage. But it is refreshing to
know that there are happily married
people out there, and there is room for
plenty more. Recommended. BR
UNRAVELING: Hanging On to Faith
Through the End of a Christian Marriage
by Elisabeth Klein Corcoran
Abingdon, 978-1-4267-7027-2, PB, 225
pages, $15.99
As Christians, we feel guilt and
shame when our marriages crumble.
But the Lord loves us, and He wants
to heal and restore. Short, readable
chapters discuss a full gamut of emotions and issues and are illustrated
with heartfelt quotes from the author’s
journal. Corcoran wrote this book during her separation and the entire divorce process, revealing how the Lord
helped her through her mess and pain.
Each chapter closes with a prayer, action steps, and Scripture.
The book is illuminated with lots of
appropriate Scripture. Included at the
end is a candid prayer, a letter full of
wisdom and sage advice for children
of a broken marriage, a list of questions
to ask oneself before entering another
relationship, suggestions for friends,
and a list of helpful resources. Recommended for church libraries, divorcecounseling groups, and couples who
are separated. LGM
THE YOU PLAN: A Christian Woman’s Guide for a Happy, Healthy Life
after Divorce
by Michelle Borquez & Connie Wetzell
Nelson, 978-1-4002-0551-6, PB, 224
pages, $15.99
Calling their perspective the “real
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lifestyle lift” for divorced women, two
women with broken marriages in their
backgrounds offer counsel for forgiving, friendships, dating, sexual temptation, money, and respect.
The authors, both with previous
media experience, address the raw
emotions of divorce, sharing personal
stories of trauma, stigma, fears, temptations, and new responsibilities of
going solo. They urge extending forgiveness and seeking community with
people with healthy marriages. Humorous retelling of online dating disasters communicates the need for caution. Their personal stories of sexual
temptation may offend some readers;
others may find hope that God can redeem those ashes. Their style is colloquial with quirky humor. Churches
that offer grace and help when marriages fail and permit remarriage
might consider this book for wounded
women needing faith-based, “been
there” voices. JZ

Parenting
BAD DADS OF THE BIBLE: 8 Mistakes Every Good Dad Can Avoid
by Roland C. Warren
Zondervan, 978-0-310-33716-4, PB, 205
pages, $15.99
Most books on parenting look to the
Bible for positive examples. This book
does the opposite. The examples are all
well-known characters, and their mistakes are obvious (though I’m not certain that Warren didn’t “invent” a bit
too much backstory on occasion). He
seeks a proactive approach to fatherhood, revealing those famous mistakes
and then giving guidance on how to
avoid them.
Each chapter concludes with paragraphs titled “Reflection: Think On
These Things,” “Correction: Change
These Things,” and, finally, “Connection: Do These Things,” followed by a
“Good Dad Promise.” A chapter titled
“6 Things a Dad Must Do to Be a Good

Father” follows the final promise. It
spells out basic, but often overlooked,
steps to parenting and brings the book
to a solid conclusion.
Warren’s experience as past president of the National Fatherhood Initiative and current president of Care Net,
as well as his having raised two sons,
give him plenty of authority. The book
is easy to read and makes many good
points. Recommended for libraries and
as a premarital must-read. BR
THE GOOD DAD: Becoming the Father You Were Meant to Be
by Jim Daly with Paul Asay
Zondervan, 978-0-310-33179-7, PB, 224
pages, $15.99
Christian fathers desire to be good
dads, but they don’t always know how
to translate that desire into action. Daly
comes alongside to help them. He is the
president and CEO of Focus on the
Family, and this book reflects that position. It is set apart from books by
Daly’s predecessor, Dr. James Dobson,
in that Daly’s lessons came from a history of pain and problems.
Daly shares from his broken past
and in-progress present (his children
are still at home) in an effort to help
men reach their full potentials as fathers. His passion for building strong
families comes through. The book is
well written and easily understandable. There is great wisdom in experience, and Daly is a wise man. Highly
recommended and worthy of extra
promotion. BR
KNOW WHEN TO HOLD ’EM: The
High Stakes Game of Fatherhood
by John Blase
Abingdon, 978-1-4267-5821-8, HB, 185
pages, $18.99
Blase wants people to see fatherhood through the lens of a risk-taker.
He speaks the language of an everyday man. His book is contemporary,
yet ageless. The chapters are short and
numerous—45 to be precise—written
for an electronic generation. He uses
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his own experiences freely and is transparent in both his successes and failures. He interjects poetry, though
much of his prose waxes poetic.
When fathers read this book, they
will recognize situations and circumstances they have already experienced
and will be given a foretaste of what is
yet to come. I started reading with a
bit of dread—another book on fatherhood. But I found no reason for my
trepidation. The pages resounded with
truth and kindled more than a few
memories of days past. It is deserving
of space on any good library’s shelf. BR

Fiction
ABRAHAM AND SARAH
978-0-8024-0957-7, 272 pages
SOLOMON’S SONG
978-0-8024-0955-3, 304 pages
by Roberta Kells Dorr
Moody, PB, $14.99
Abraham and Sarah struggle to
comprehend what it means to follow
the one true God against a backdrop
of the polytheistic ancient world. In this
biblical fiction, Abraham uproots his
family and abandons traditions as he
faces numerous trials in search of a
new land promised to him by God.
Solomon’s Song follows the future
king of Israel through his tempestuous
first romance with the Shulamite shepherdess who supposedly inspired the
Song of Songs. Adonijah, David’s eldest son, connives to take over the
throne after David’s death. Fueled by
jealously, he plans the destruction of
everything Solomon cares about.
Dorr faces the difficult job of balancing feasible fiction with biblical truth—
a balance she only meets in Abraham
and Sarah. Solomon’s Song relies too
heavily on fabrications to be historically believable and theologically
sound. The pagan cultures are expertly
researched, giving new understanding
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about the struggles the Israelites faced.
Although the characters can seem
overwrought, they become endearing
by the end of their novels because of
the morally strong stances they take
and the role models they become. The
themes of trusting God and waiting on
His timing are well-developed, especially in Abraham and Sarah. Adults
who are no longer surprised by hearing the biblical stories they grew up
with will find new, if somewhat exaggerated, perspectives in these novels.
MED
CHASING HOPE
by Kathryn Cushman
Bethany, 978-0-7642-0827-0, PB, 302
pages, $14.99
For Sabrina Rice, a debilitating disease has kept her from her passion of
running and dreams of winning Olympic gold medals. For Brandy Philip, the
only way she will stay out of juvenile
detention is to get involved in organized running. This means giving up
her old life and friends. The two pair
up and learn about God’s true calling
on their lives in the process. Despite
their differences, they learn to trust
each another and realize they cannot
see God’s entire plan but must trust
Him.
Cushman develops individual characters in such a way that the reader can
connect with each girl’s story. While
some of the plot developments are predictable, Cushman keeps the reader
engaged with her knowledge of Sabrina’s disease. Her pharmaceutical
background makes the description of
medicine and symptoms believable.
This book is entertaining, especially for
women, young adults, and older teens.
KB
ECHOES OF MERCY
by Kim Vogel Sawyer
WaterBrook, 978-0-307-73127-2, PB,
352 pages, $14.99
Child labor and the suspicious death
of a fellow agent are the factors that

bring Caroline Lang, agent for the Labor Commission, to Dinsmore’s WorldFamous Chocolates Factory in Sinclair,
Kan. Caroline becomes a factory worker and searches for the truth, helped
by janitor Ollie Moore. Ollie is actually
Oliver Dinsmore, future owner of the
factory, conducting his own secret investigation into the company. Sinclair
proves distracting for Caroline as she
makes new friends, mentors poor children, and tries to resist falling for Ollie,
all while trying to solve the mystery at
the factory.
Even with such a promising plot,
this book suffers from stiff, formulaic
dialogue and an unrealistically flawless protagonist. Caroline begins as a
woman with a refreshingly strong faith
in God, but she slowly turns into a stereotypical perfect Christian without
any need to grow. The setting is historical, but the lack of character development makes this book more akin to
fantasy. DMM
AN ELEGANT SOLUTION
by Paul Robertson
Bethany, 978-0-7642-0570-5, PB, 427
pages, $14.99
Math seems a fairly dry discipline
to everyone but mathematicians. However, the people behind the theorems
and formulae are anything but boring.
Here, Leonard Euler narrates the story
of the brilliant Bernoulli family as they
vie for power in the University of Basel.
Conspiracies, dark secrets, and murder
come to light as Euler investigates the
death of Jacob Bernoulli. Meanwhile,
he explores math and Christianity,
growing to see them as interwoven.
This book is a delight. The writing
is reminiscent of Umberto Eco’s prose,
with its literary references and historical detail. But it is lighter, and the theology is more conventional. The clever
writing never overwhelms the welldrawn characters or suspenseful plot.
Occasionally, the plot is on the dense
side. Overall, this is an enjoyable book
for mature teens and adults. HW
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HOW SWEET THE SOUND
by Amy K. Sorrells
Cook, 978-1-434-70544-0, PB, 384
pages, $14.99
To outside observers, the Harlan
family appears to be the perfect Southern family. However, long-held secrets
and dysfunctional family relations finally force everyone to confront an incident of rape that is soon followed by
the death of two family members.
Three generations of Harlans come together as they face their mistakes,
struggle with redeeming a lost relationship with God, and attempt to mature
amidst a legacy of sin and disgrace.
Written from the perspectives of 13year-old Anniston and her aunt,
Sorrells puts readers in the shoes of
people struggling to understand life’s
complexities while wanting to believe
God has a plan for their future. Her
writing is lyrical, and the dramatic action drives readers to keep flipping
pages. Be prepared to be emotionally
gripped and spiritually empowered. LMB
LIP READING
by Harry Kraus
Cook, 978-0-7814-0534-8, PB, 432
pages, $14.99
After being kidnaped in Africa and
knowing she is dying, Becca works
with Noah, an old beau, to find a way
to make artificial blood to keep people
who need transfusions safe. Since
Becca knows the brain tumor giving
her insights is also killing her, she uses
herself as a test subject.
Filled with threatening notes, rival
drug companies, an old flame rekindled, and a race against time, the plot
keeps readers turning pages. Switching points of view from Becca to Noah
allows the reader to feel the race
against time, as well as the love they
each still feel though they have not seen
each other for years. The understanding of the need for salvation as well as
looking to not be yoked with unbelievers, highlights the background of this
medical thriller. Recommended. RLW
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MADE TO LAST
by Melissa Tagg
Bethany, 978-0-7642-1132-4, PB, 365
pages, $13.99
When Miranda Woodruff hears rumors that her homebuilding TV show,
From the Ground Up, could get cut, her
producers come up with a plan to enhance her image. Mixing the truth with
a lie, she reluctantly goes along with it
for the sake of the show. But when an
attractive male investigative reporter
starts shadowing her for a blog in order to gain her more publicity, Miranda tries her best to give him the scoop
he wants without letting him get too
far into the truth of her past and her
heart.
This novel, between a playful romance story and mischievousness, reminds us that covering up the truth
comes with a price and only the truth
can set us free. I recommend it to women for its entertaining plot and lessons
on genuine and noble identity. KS
NO ONE TO TRUST
Hidden Identity #1
by Lynette Eason
Revell, 987-0-8007-2208-1, PB, 330
pages, $14.99
When she wakes up threatened by
a stranger, Summer wonders if her life
will ever be the same. She learns Kyle,
the man she married, is not at all whom
she thought he was but, instead, is
hunted by the mob. Summer and Kyle
race against organized crime and corrupt CIA officers to save their lives,
while still helping to put the criminals
in prison. Summer questions all she has
believed and the faith of a man she
trusted. In the end, they are safe; and
Summer stays with and realizes how
much she loves her husband.
This book hooked me from the first
page and kept my attention. The main
characters are relatable with their
flaws. They do question faith at times
as they touch hard circumstances, but
in the end they lean on God. The action is nonstop, more like a movie than

a book, but still believable. Highly recommended for suspense readers. RLW
THE QUAKER AND THE REBEL
Civil War Heroines Series #1
by Mary Ellis
Harvest House, 978-0-7369-5050-3, PB,
352 pages, $13.99
Emily Harrison, a Quaker from
Ohio, moved to the South with the intention of continuing her parents’ work
in the Underground Railroad. Alexander Hunt, the son of a wealthy plantation owner, secretly supplies the
Confederate army. The two meet and
soon find themselves falling in love
despite their radical differences in politics, religion, and social standing.
Ellis’s book gives a unique perspective on the Civil War. Rather than focusing on Northern beliefs, she prioritizes the views of Southern Christians.
The plot is interesting, believable, and
well written. Biblical themes are understated but present throughout the
book. Character development is generally portrayed through telling, rather
than showing. In addition, some potential plot points are not followed
through. This book will appeal more
to female readers for it is a characterdriven story, rather than an actionbased plot. Caution: There are continual references to gambling, drinking, and prostitution. KK
THE QUILTED HEART
by Mona Hodgson
WaterBrook, 978-0-3077-3114-2, PB,
368 pages, $14.99
Maren, Emilie, and Caroline’s lives
have been broken by the Civil War.
Each experiences damaged relationships and causes deep loss. At matronly Mrs. Brantenberg’s quilting
circle, the three lean on one another
and other women in St. Charles, Mo.,
in the process of patching their hearts.
These women experience how God, the
great Quilter, stitches hope out of the
scraps of their lives.
As a collection of historical-romance
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novellas, Hodgson threads these separate stories together with remarkable
unity, depicting a heartwarming community within the quilting circle. However, predictability marks each plot.
Characters tend to be one-dimensional
because a novella allows little room for
backstory or insights into a character’s
internal struggles. Hodgson’s attempt
to portray messages of God’s love in
her characters’ lives is stunted by the
rosy-glow created by the cliché nature
of romances. While it isn’t a bad collection, it is rather lightweight intellectually. EEC

SEQUEL
series sequel to The Women of
Lancaster County
The Men of Lancaster County
by Mindy Starns Clark & Susan
Meissner
Harvest House, 978-0-7369-5734-2,
$13.99
#1 The Amish Groom

SERIES UPDATES
Amish Vines and Orchards
by Cindy Woodsmall
WaterBrook, 978-0-3077-2998-9,
$14.99
#4 Seasons of Tomorrow (last
one)
Grace Medical Series
by Candace Calvert
Tyndale, 978-1-4143-6113-0, $14.99
#3 Life Support
The Inn at Eagle Hill
by Suzanne Woods Fisher
Revell, 978-0-8007-2094-0, $14.99
#2 The Calling
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A ROAD UNKNOWN
Amish Roads Series #1
by Barbara Cameron
Abingdon, 978-1-4267-4059-6, PB, 263
pages, $14.99
Bogged down with the responsibility of taking care of her eight younger
siblings, Elizabeth Bontrager eventually escapes to Paradise, Pa., in hopes
of starting fresh. Living with her English friend, Paula, Elizabeth soon
finds a job and tries to avoid falling for
her boss. Things get complicated when
Paula introduces her to Bruce, and now
Elizabeth has a decision to make: Return home, or stay in Paradise and figure out which of her two beaus her

Jerusalem Chronicles
by Bodie & Brock Thoene
Zondervan, 978-0-310-33559-3,
$21.99
#2 Take This Cup
Moonlighters Series
by Terri Blackstock
Zondervan, 978-0-310-28314-0,
$15.99
#2 Distortion
The Outlaw Chronicles
by Ted Dekker
Worthy, $14.99
Eyes Wide Open
978-1-61795-273-9
Water Walker
978-1-6179-5274-6
Quilts of Love
Abingdon, 978-1-4267-5885-0,
$13.99
A Promise in Pieces
by Emily T. Wierenga
Seattle Brides
by Lori Copeland & Virginia Smith
Harvest House, 978-0-7369-5349-8,
$13.99
#2 Rainy Day Dreams

heart belongs to.
The characters have a deep love for
Christ; but their dialogue and backstories are weak, thus making some of
their decisions and choices seem either
rushed or illogical. Also, the story
starts with a good pace but becomes
sluggish in the middle. The settings are
vivid, and emotions are genuine; but
the writing is often overly simplistic
with weak transitions and predictable
plot twists. AMW
SHADOW OF DECEIT
by Becca Anderson
OakTara, 978-1-60290-075-2, PB, 247
pages, $17.95
Casey Ellis is discontent with her
Christian walk, but the price of seeking truth could be her soul. After stumbling on a group of believers striving
to emulate the early church, she’s certain God is calling her to join them.
However, shadows are mingled with
the group’s good intentions; and it becomes uncertain whether Casey will
find freedom from physical and spiritual ensnarement.
This novel offers a view of religious
manipulation. There’s perhaps too
much prejudice against Pentecostalstyle denominations, but there’s also an
important warning against nonscriptural practices within well-intentioned
churches. It’s troubling to see Casey
never reprimanded for her recurrent
lying, especially since she’s fighting
deceit. The book’s beginning fails to
hook attention, but the plot and style
quickly grow stronger. I recommend
it for leisure reading, especially for
people seeking greater knowledge of
spiritual deception. This book also includes study questions. LW
SHADOWED BY GRACE: A Story of
Monuments Men
I’ll Be Seeing You #1
by Cara C. Putman
B&H, 987-1-4336-8179-0, PB, 352
pages, $14.99
In search for a miracle, Rachel leaves

BOOK
America and her ill mother to head to
a war zone with two intentions: Capture earthshaking images that will encourage Americans to help in the war
effort, and find her long-lost father in
hopes that he may be a option to afford a cure for her mother. During this
travel overseas, she begins a journey
of ups and downs, love and hurt, and
ultimately a discovery of herself and
God’s greatness at work within her.
This book offers strong historical
content in a religiously encouraging
narrative. It presents likeable characters readers will “befriend” by the time
the story ends. It also presents heartwarming emotions of love, both earthly
and heavenly. AAT
THE SINNERS’ GARDEN
by William Sirls
Nelson, 978-1-4016-8738-0, PB, 400
pages, $12.99
Defaced by a scar for most of his 14
years, Andy Kemp lives with anger at
his mother and God. Despite his
uncle’s attempts to reunite him to both,
Andy no longer believes in God’s existence, let alone in His ability to heal
his family’s emotional pain. But after
a mysterious garden grows overnight,
offering spiritual healing to those in
Andy’s life, he reevaluates God. And
when God starts using Andy to prophesy truth via his broken iPod, he rethinks God’s purpose for him as a
flawed and broken sinner.
Hardships, pain, and sin are part of
life, especially for Christians; and Sirls
does a good job of capturing this situation. Although life is filled with heartache, God offers a way to find healing
and reach wholeness. I recommend
this book to teens and adults who
struggle with their new or longfounded faith. KS
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Laura Gantt deals with mourning her
mother’s recent death and rumors that
her father is alive after an apparent
drowning years ago. Laura faces her
high-school sweetheart and childhood
best friend, who is married and visiting from California.
Moseley develops her unique characters fully, but the book’s pacing and
plot development could benefit from
some tightening. Still, it’s an enjoyable
read overall for fans of romantic mysteries. JAW
UNDER A BLACKBERRY MOON
by Serena B. Miller
Revell, 978-0-8007-2118-3, PB, 352,
$14.99
After her husband’s death, Moon
Song, a Chippewa woman with an infant son, leaves the lumber camp that
had been her new home. She decides
to go back to her tribe. Her trusted
friend, Skypilot, accompanies her.
Tragedy strikes early in the journey,
and the two must depend on each other
to survive. They find themselves drawing closer; but Moon Song cannot fit
into Sypilot’s culture, so he must decide if he can enter hers.
The writing improves throughout
this book. The plot and characters are
well developed and engaging, and the
dialogue is realistic. The romance between Moon Song and Skypilot is kept
clean with only a few kisses and embraces. Miller manages to weave the
gospel into the story without it feeling
overly preachy. I recommend this
novel for women, as it is a feel-good
book with an interesting story line. AG

Teens
SHOW ME A SIGN
by Susan Miura
OakTara, 978-1-60290-385-2, PB, 137
pages, $14.95
Nathan’s a typical high-school student. He’s best friends with wisecracking Alec and has a crush on cute,
brainy, and deaf Haylie. When Haylie
is kidnapped and Nathan is pegged as
a suspect, he suddenly has a lot more
to worry about than crushes and
grades. He and Alec join the search,
risking kidnapping and arrest themselves.
Haylie is the book’s greatest
strength. She is brave and never stops
fighting or trying to figure out what’s
going on. The author doesn’t fall into
the trap of having Haylie’s deafness
stand in for a personality. Unfortunately, neither the characters nor the
plot are fully developed. It reads almost like an episode of a TV show.
Tweens and teenagers who are otherwise reluctant to read may find this
short, action-packed book appealing.
HW

SERIES UPDATE
A Paige Alder Novel
by Erynn Mangum
NavPress, 978-1-6129-1322-3,
$14.99
#3 Paige Turned

A STILLNESS OF CHIMES
by Meg Moseley
Multnomah, 978-0-307-73079-4, PB,
352 pages, $14.99
Returning to her Southern roots,
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Women
BOUNCE BACK: When Your Heart Is
Empty and Your Dreams Are Lost
by Julie Clinton
Worthy, 978-1-61795-158-9, PB, 250
pages, $14.99
Here’s good news for all of us who
want to be free to be who we really are.
Clinton introduces three decisions that
can be reasonably made and acted on.
We can let go of old behaviors and attitudes and put on more of Christ. We
can make sure our beliefs are in accordance with Scripture and reaffirm
those beliefs. We can bounce back with
a new active purpose and make
progress. Clinton discusses how to deal
with lost time and opportunity, overcoming stress, limitations, despair, isolation, and loneliness.
This text can be used for personal
inspiration or group study. The final
chapter deals with Scripture comments
and questions for single or group consideration. This practical resource for
women overcoming issues, is scripturally sound, sprinkled with appropriate
quotes, and illustrated with numerous
biblical and present-day women’s stories. Author and speaker Clinton is
president of Extraordinary Women.
Recommended for church libraries and
women’s study groups. LGM
CHASING GOD
by Angie Smith
B&H, 978-1-4336-7661-1, HB, 192
pages, $17.99
Christians who observe faith practices (e.g., Scripture reading, prayer,
fellowship) but feel they are still
searching for God should cease “chasing” after God and surrender to Him,
says blogger-speaker Smith. Wife of
singer Todd Smith of Selah, she devotes her book to helping believers
who think they’ll never measure up
spiritually. Instead of looking for God,
they need to stop and look at Him. To
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illustrate false spiritual guilt, she draws
from her own spiritual journey and
narrates selected Scripture passages,
such as Simon carrying Jesus’ cross.
Smith’s conversational writing style
is sometimes jerky and flippant. This
book would appeal to younger women
in early stages of spiritual formation,
especially her extensive blog following.
There’s biblical teaching here, but it’s
not as intense or as organized as by
other recognized names in women’s
spirituality. A maybe to buy, depending on budget and enough younger
women readers. JZ
GOD IS ABLE
by Priscilla Shirer
B&H, 989-1-4336-8191-2, PB, 157
pages, $12.99
What’s your “thing”? Everyone has
one, that one thing that keeps him or
her down. Shirer addresses the
struggle with whatever it is and offers
words of encouragement to overcome
it, words to remind readers that no
matter what it is—whether it is insecurity, baggage of the past, or inability
to stop stressing about the future—God
is able to overcome it.
With a conversational style, Shirer
is able to attain a personal level with
her readers in order to achieve an indepth breakdown of God’s grace and
His ability to lead us to overcome the
struggles in our lives. She includes
multiple stories of hope from her own
life, as well as from other people. Readers will close this book at the end with
a feeling of hopefulness that they long
lost and never expected to have again.
AAT
RESTLESS: Because You Were Made
for More
by Jennie Allen
Nelson, 978-0-8499-4706-3, PB, 206
pages, $15.99
Nothing happens by coincidence,
and often events in people’s lives are
threads that have been woven together
to reveal spiritual gifts and passions.

Allen explores this idea for women,
using the story of Joseph and her personal experiences, as examples of how
God’s timing is always perfect, even if
circumstances don’t seem to indicate
it at the moment. She offers advice and
tools to use in discovering how life experiences can add to a passion for personal ministry. She challenges readers
to dream God-sized dreams, and she
offers encouragement to move past
fear in order to do something significant for God’s Kingdom.
Allen uses her education in biblical
studies to ground her teaching. Included after several chapters are discussion questions. This book challenges women to examine their lives
and respond to God’s calling. KB
THE STORM INSIDE
by Sheila Walsh
Nelson, 978-1-4002-0487-8, HB, 224
pages, $21.99
Every woman faces battles in life.
Even in the midst of the fight, women
need to remember two things: God
cares about what they are going
through, and He is there beside them.
Walsh covers 10 issues women are
faced with at least once in their lives,
including self-image, personal fulfillment, spiritual enrichment, and life
goals. At the end of most chapters, she
offers advice for getting through each
challenge and provides a prayer readers will find helpful for surviving inner storms.
Unfortunately, some of the anecdotes and illustrations are not spot-on
for the matters being discussed and
seem inserted because they are clever
or insightful, even if not pertinent.
However, the writing is direct, honest,
heartfelt, and empathetic, making it
nonthreatening and supportive for any
female struggling with religious or
emotional matters. TLB

POSTERS/BULLETIN

BOARD

by Arlene Walker

Bulletin Board

Poster
Use a piece of bright green poster board. Draw
the letters of the caption with a pencil on the
board, then trace them with a black marker. Collect photos of people of various ages who are
patrons of your library, or use pictures of people
cut from magazines. Trim around the edges as
necessary. Glue groups of these pictures in spaces
around the words. Cut geometric shapes from various colored scraps of paper, and write a number
on each one. Glue the shapes in groups in the
spaces around the words.
If there is a place under or beside the displayed
poster, you may want to set up a table with suggested books for various ages.

Cover a bulletin board with light blue paper. Cut letters for
the caption from dark blue letters. Arrange and fasten onto
gray fleece cut into the shape of a cloud that covers most of
the board. Cut oversized raindrops from white paper. Arrange copies of book jackets from recent additions to your
library on each of the raindrops, and glue in place. You may
want to embellish the raindrops with silver glitter.

Poster
Use a sheet of white or pale yellow poster board. Using a pencil and ruler, draw
the window frame and cross as shown. Trace the window with a purple marker
and the cross with a brown marker. Print the words with a black marker. In the
space around the cross or window, glue copies of book covers with a devotional or worship theme.
________________________________________________________________
Arlene Walker was a freelance writer and retired teacher.
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PROMOTION
Have You Read a Bestseller Lately?
On a table inside your library or outside the door, display the novels you have that are on this current bestseller list. Post a
sign above or on the table with this question: Have you read a bestseller lately? Or create a poster or bulletin board with copies
of the covers, and label it with this question.
To see each month’s bestseller list for a variety of categories, go to christianbestsellers.com.

Helps for Your Library
Library Software Solutions Library
by Debra Stombres—$6
Software
Solutions
Library software reviews from

CDs
See order form on inside front cover.

Winter 2010-11 Church Libraries.

Debra
Stombres

Develop Your Selection Policy
by Lin Johnson—$3
Launching a Library Ministry
by Debra Stombres, Susan
Fischer, & Lin Johnson—$7

/$81&+,1*
$/,%5$5<
0,1,675<

Clear, concise guidance for writing a
mission statement, staffing your library,
furnishing and equipping the room,
selecting books and other media, and
processing and classifying those materials.

This pamphlet will help you determine
what to put in your library and what to
leave out and to tailor a written policy for
your library.

Develop
Yo
ur
You
Libr
ar y
Libra
Selection
Policy
by Lin Johnson

Debra Stombres
Susan Fischer
Lin Johnson

Church Library Classification System
by William B. Haburn—$13
Dewey Decimal system adapted
for church libraries.

Book/pamphlet prices include shipping & handling in U.S.
Email mary@eclalibraries.org for extra shipping costs to other countries.
___________________________________________________________
Check the titles you want, fill in your contact information, and send this form with a check or money order
payable in U.S. funds to ECLA. Mail to ECLA, P.O. Box 353, Glen Ellyn, IL 60138-0353.
___ Library Software Solutions, $6
___ Launching a Library Ministry, $7
___ Develop Your Selection Policy, $3
___ Church Library Classification System, $13
Total enclosed: $________

Name ______________________________________________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________________________________________
City _______________________________________________________________________________________
State/Province_________________ Zip+4/Postal Code ________________
Phone _____________________________________________________________________________________
Email ______________________________________________________________________________________

